Why SEEPATH for Azure disaster recovery?
SEEPATH is Microsoft’s largest CSP provider and has been providing Microsoft®
solutions for more than 20 years. As one of the first Microsoft CSPs and enterprise
software advisors, we put Microsoft at the center of our end-to-end strategy to help
businesses run smarter. We collaborate to deliver intelligent technology solutions
that meet your strategic business needs and optimize your technology investments.
How Azure disaster recovery will help your business
Azure Site Recovery simplifies disaster recovery by providing comprehensive
protection for VMware®, Hyper-V® and physical servers in a single solution.
Using Azure as your primary recovery site also eliminates the need to manage and
maintain a second data center, further reducing complexity and expense.
Orchestrate the protection and recovery of your applications for simplified disaster
recovery:







Automated protection and replication of virtual Machines
Remote Health Monitoring
Customizable recovery plans
No-impact recovery plan testing
Orchestrated recovery when needed
Replication to — and recovery in — Azure

I smarter.

Azure Site Recovery features
Site Recovery automatically protects your environment using
replication policies you set and control. When your databases
Simple, automated and infrastructure need the least possible recovery time
protection
objective, you’ll benefit from using SQL Server® Always ON
and Active Directory® replication.
Further simplify your disaster recovery protection by
Replication and
replicating to Azure, and still benefit from the simplicity,
recovery to Azure automation, customizable recovery plans, health monitoring
and orchestrated recovery the service provides.
Site Recovery monitors the state of all of your protected assets,
Continuous health and all communication with Azure is encrypted. When
monitoring
replicating to Azure as the secondary site, your data is
encrypted. You can also select encryption for data at rest.

Orchestrated
recovery

Automate the orderly recovery of services in the event of a site
outage at the primary data center. Virtual machines can be
brought up in an orchestrated fashion to help restore service
quickly, even for complex, multitier workloads.

By leveraging Azure as your secondary disaster recovery site,
Affordable
capital and operating expenses are replaced with a pay-as-youprotection for any
go model, so you only pay for the additional compute when
application
you need it.

Deployment Services
SEEPATH makes your deployment as seamless as possible with our
complimentary Deployment Services. We’ll help with your adoption and migration

of Microsoft Azure to ensure you achieve success in deployment. We offer the
following engagement models for Azure business continuity:
• Azure recovery services
• Azure Backup
• Azure migration services (from on premises to cloud)
• Identity management high availability

